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The letters "ETA" stand for "Experimental Test Accelerator," the facility

at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory that we used to do this experiment

in October, 1983. This paper will focus on our experience at ETA, on how the

nature of the electron beam from that machine has complicated our data

analysis. We hope to apply the lessons we learned there to future experiments

which we are planning to do in May, 1984, at the PHERMEX facility of

Los Alamos National Laboratory.

The motivation for this work is two-fold: first, we want to understand

the basic physics of the interaction of an intense electron beam with

condensed matter. "Intensity" is the key word in the sense that many

projectiles might act coherently or incoherently to alter significantly the

medium through which they pass.1 During the pulse of an intense electron beam

through a material which is ordinarily dielectric, the conductivity increases

by 10 to 15 orders of magnitude.2 This effect is related to the promotion of

charge carriers to the conduction band and to the mobility and lifetime of

those carriers in that band.3'4 Therefore, there is a physically interesting

system which is measurable in real time. It is a system which interrelates
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beam energy-deposition, charge-carrier concentration, material temperature,

and carrier mobi l i ty. We are relying on Oakley Crawford and Rufus Ritchie of

Oak Ridge National Laboratory for the theory of this transient conductivity.

The second motivation for these experiments is methodological. I f we can

understand the relationship between conductivity and energy deposit!on, we

might be able to develop this technique into u diagnostic of the dose-depth

relationship in materials subject to very-high dose and high dose-rate

irradiat ion (> 1 Grad in < 25 nsec). This relationship is inaccessible to

measurement by means of conventional dosimetry.

The idea for our experiment is based on work done by Vaisburd and

Tavanov2 (cf_. f i g . ?.). They studied crystals of NaCX. and KBr traversed by

electrons of energy 0.3 MeV, in currents of density 500 A/cm^, in pulses of

duration 2.5 nsec. What one does is apply a d.c. bias voltage across a

specimen of a given thickness, say x-|. For example, the bias voltage may l i e

in the range -500 V to +500 V. With a given bias voltage applied, the sample

is traversed by the electron beam during a pulse, and the medium that was

dielectr ic becomes conductive. The applied voltage drives a conduction

current, and one measures a signal.

For an Ohmic medium, one expects a linear relationship between the signal

and the applied voltage. As f i g . 2 depicts, the thicker the specimen, the

larger i t s resistance, and the less steep the slope of the relationship

between signal and applied voltage. In other words, each slope corresponds to

a resistance R for a given thickness of sample. I f one plots sample
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resistance - - that is the resistance of the specimen induced by the electron

beam through i t — one expects a linear dependence on thickness up unti l a

thickness comparable to the range of beam electrons in this material. There

should be a "knee" in the curve when samples are range thick, and the slope

should increase greatly with thicker samples. Vaisburd and Tavanov measured

values of resistance of 100 ft to 1000 ft in samples of NaCx. Ordinarily the

sample resistance at 35°C would be ~ 10 ft when there is no beam-induced

conductivity.5

The conductivity is inversely proportional to the slope dR/dx and to the

area A of the specimen through which the electron beam passes. One can

determine the charge-carrier concentration n from the conductivity a provided

that one knows the mobility v of the charge carr iers.

The top half of f i g . 3 shows a diagram of the c i rcu i t we used to do our

measurements. A sample is fixed by sandwiching two equally thick halves of

material about a fo i l of t i tanium, which served as a high-voltage electrode.

The sandwich is in a Faraday-shielded module which admits the electron beam

through a coll imator. (A sandwich configuration was t r ied in order to reduce

any signal that may be induced by the magnetic f ie ld of the beam.) There is

only one transmission l ine into and out of the module. I t provides the d.c.

bias voltage and carries the signal to the oscilloscope (Tektronix 7104).

The samples we used were polyethylene disks which were stacked to make

specimens of different thicknesses. Polyethylene was selected because of a

practical consideration: i t stood up well to the 1-MeV electron beam of

current density 2 kA/cm2 provided by the PULSERAD fac i l i t y at the Naval
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Research Laboratory.6 Polyethylene did not crack, whereas range-thick KBr

d id . At the ETA runs, we tested some sandwiches of range-thin KBr which

exhibited in several cases anomalous cracking.7 In pr inciple, one can obtain

electr ical information in a nanosecond time scale, way before a sample might

crack mechanically milliseconds later . However, in a real experiment, one

saves much machine time i f a sample has the capabil ity to withstand many

electron-beam pulses and not be damaged. A few samples with the ab i l i t y to

assume their pre-irradiation electronic and structural properties between many

successive electron-beam pulses enable the acquisition of a suff ic ient

s ta t is t ica l sampling of data in only two days of machine time.

The linear relationship between the signal voltage and applied voltage is

written in the bottom half of f i g . 3. We would l ike to extract a value for

the resistance of a given sample-sandwich of polyethylene from the slope8 of

this l i ne . This resistance of the medium arises from the non-zero

conductivity induced by the exciting electron beam. There is a large zero-

bias term to the expression for the signal, and i t is dominated presumably by

a current generated from a net f lux of secondary electrons into the central

electrode.9

Figure 4 shows oscillograms from two typical shots out of the 200 we ran

in two days of accelerator time. The upper two oscillograms were photographed

during one shot through a polyethylene sandwich whose thickness corresponded

to 7% of the beam-electron range in this material .1 0 There was a bias voltage

of + 100 V applied throughout the duration of the shot. On the le f t is a

prof i le in time of the signal, and on the right a prof i le of the beam current

measured upstream of the sample. The lower two oscillograms were photographed
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during a beam pulse through a polyethylene sandwich whose thickness was about

27% of the beam-electron range. This sandwich was biased to + 500 V. The

signal is displayed on the l e f t , the beam current on the r ight .

There are two dist inct features to the signal oscillograms: All of the

signals were about half as wide as the beam-current pulses - - 11.4 nsec vs.

25 nsec. Secondly, each signal displayed either a double-peak or single-peak

temporal structure. We know now that the narrowness is an ar t i fact of a

spatial ly wide electron beam misaligned and sweeping across the face of the

collimator of the sample module. The variation in sweep of the beam from

pulse to pulse may cause the variation between single-peak and double-peak

structures. We do not know how the beam-current prof i le is related to the

variable beam sweep. I t is the beam sweep which has wreaked havoc on our data

analysis.

As a start for the analysis, we naively plot the signal height vs.

applied voltage. (For signals with a double-peak structure, we take the

height of the signal at the temporal midpoint of the two peaks.) Figure 5

shows a plot of these signals for a polyethylene sandwich 7% of a beam-

electron-range th in . This plot is representative of the quality of data

obtained with specimens of other thicknesses. The results appear to be

disastrous: there is large scatter in the data, and they appear to have the

wrong slope from what one would expect U£. f i g . 2 ) . These results call for a

careful study of the behavior electron beam in order to characterize i ts sweep

and effect on the signals observed.
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The experiments at ETA were conducted in collaboration with Ed Jones,

John Kidd, and Alex Stolovy of the Naval Research Laboratory. They had

brought with them radiachromic film which, initially transparent, turns blue

when exposed to radiation.11 The optical density is proportional to dose

incurred by a specimen for one pulse of the beam. We placed these films over

the collimation holes of the sample modules. Figure 6 shows several typical

results.

"Wheel P" designates the wheel which held different-thickness samples of

polyethylene in nine separate modules. (Wheels 1 and 2 held modules

containing KBr.) The film placed over Wheel P, port 6, exemplifies the most

salient feature of this experiment. The center of the cross locates the

center of the collimator of the module. The dark spot on the left side of the

film shows that most of the electron beam missed the collimator hole and wound

up to the west of it. Also, the east tip of the film is optically denser than

the center. Independent x-ray bow-probe measurements12 were performed by

John Clark of ETA to obtain spatial distributions of the beam which are

resolved in time of the current pulse.13 The measured distribution12 of the

beam is consistent with the optical-density pattern of the exposed film: the

beam starts in the east at the beginning of the pulse and sweeps west by some

4.3 cm. The beam sweeps in the same direction during each shot, but there can

be a significantly large variation in amount and duration of its sweep. Our

collimator is only 0.6 cm wide, and so it sees only a fraction of the beam.

Figure 7 shows opc.cal-density scans11* of one of the radiachromic films

which was exposed to 14 beam pulses. The film was scanned in two orthogonal
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directions - - up-down and east-west. In the up-down direct ion, the optical

density varies roughly symmetrically with respect to the collimator

location. East and west along the f i lm there is a large asymmetry

attr ibutable to the sweep of the beam. (The optical density in the western

portion of the f i lm was reduced as the f i lm was warmed suff ic ient ly in that

region from repeated pulsing which thermally bleached the color.) From these

diagnostics, i f one crudely assumes a Gaussian beam pro f i l e , one can evaluate

the beam radius, current density, and mean centroid shif t during an average

pulse.

What do these beam parameters mean for our conductivity experiment? They

mean that the sweep time, or sweep velocity, or sweep distance across the face

of the module fluctuates from beam shot to beam shot to cause a 30-40% scatter

in the electron current density or in the amount of charge through the

collimation hole and hence through our specimens. The only way to make sense

of data exemplified by f i g . 5 is to develop a scheme to normalize the signals

measured with respect to values of the current density or charge through the

collimator for each current pulse. Figure 8 outlines a simple scheme for such

normalization, where J|jeam(meas) represents the beam current density through

the collimator hole for a particular shot, and J[jeam(norm) would be the mean

value for a series of shots. The problem is that one cannot apply such a

scheme without a detailed analysis of beam observables correlated to

signals. Such an analysis would permit evaluation of J|3eam(meas) for each

shot.

Don Rule has come up with a program which might enable us to evaluate the

beam current density through the collimator for each beam pulse. We could
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then normalize our data properly to account for the effect of the shot-to-shot

fluctuation. Although we still hold hope for the data, at this time we cannot

provide values for the beam-induced conductivity of polyethylene. Figure 9

summarizes our experience at the Experimental Test Accelerator.

We would like to conclude on an upbeat, tantalizing note. In planning

for experiments in May, 1984, at the PHERMEX facility of Los Alamos National

Laboratory, we have conducted test runs of prototype modules and samples at

the PULSERAD accelerator of NRL.6 At PHERMEX we are planning to study the

beam-induced conductivity of vitreous silica ("fused quartz"), and we

simulated this material at PULSERAD with ordinary glass microscope slides.

The top oscillogram in fig. 10 shows the signal measured with no applied

voltage. The surprise comes in the middle oscillogram, which displays the

signal photographed during and after the beam pulsing through a specimen

biased to -200 V. Apparently the increase in electrical conductivity develops

significantly after the beam has traversed the glass! At this time we have no

explanation of this observation. We are looking forward to the interesting

physics we expect to learn from upcoming observations at PHERMEX, whose

current pulse train is depicted in the bottom plot of fig. 10.

We would like to acknowledge the support of John Clark and Ken Struve of

ETA, and we thank them for their helpful assistance with these experiments.

In fig. 11 is a list of some names of people on whose help we have relied

since the start of the experimental program in July, 1983. This work was

supported by the Directed Energy Program Office of the Naval Sea Systems

Command.
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